Weber electrodynamics applied to gravitation, -Gmm' replacing qq', yields an inverseforce of induction, the onlyforce producedbythe distant masses in an infinite uniform isotropic universe, equaltoF = -ma dig/c2, which isNewton'ssecond law in conformity withMach'sprinciple, if the "Weber cosmological condition," ¢0(Weher) = c2, is true. Wesley gravitation, which includes in the source mass the mass equivalent of thegravitationalfield energy, p' = -( i745)2/87th2,yields the gravitational potential ¢0(Wesley) = 2c2 due to the distant masses in an infinite uniform isotropic universe. Thefactor of two discrepancy with the Weber theory remains unexplained. the Weber gravitational force on mass m becomes
For a source mass density p' the mass m' may bereplaced by p'dsr', and (4) integrated over all space; thus,
Introducing the potentials d3=Gj'd3r'p'(r')/R,
' the force on m becomes
The correctness of this result (7)maybe confirmed by simply substituting (6) into (7) and performing the indicated operations to obtain (5). In aninfinite uniformisotropicuniverse,the "cosmological principle," the potentials produced by the far masses cannot vary from point to point locally. Consequently, all of the terms in (7) involving differentiationwith respect to V must vanish, and the force due to the far masses is then givenonly by the third term on the right of (7), the inverse force of induction; thus, F(due to far masses) =-ma9-)zi.
The force on a slowly moving mass m, where vz/c2 and a/c2 can beneglected, due to local source masses, is givenonly by the first term on the right of (7); thus, F(due to local masses): mVCI). (9) If only gravitational forces act on the mass m, then, using Newton's third law, or the postulate that the s u m of all forces, including the inertial reaction, on a material body is zero/3) the net force, as given by (8) and (9) 
This result, (10) and (11), confirms Mach's principle, a principle also recognized by most physicists, that the inertial force ma is produced by the gravitational action of the distant masses in the universe. (Mach's assumption that the action of the distant stars on the mass m is instantaneous is rejected; asit may be assumed that all action proceeds with the finite velocity 6,and that the present (1) (1) Ampere's bridge/(*8) (2) exploding current-carrying wires/9'10) (3) Hering-Graneau submarine,l"'"l (4) Pappas-Vaughan Z-shaped antenna,"4"5l (5) Hering's pump,"6'"l (6) localized unipolar induction") (7) The quantity -pa 13/61on the right of ( 13) 
as part of the source of the field, where E is given by the second equation of ( 14), (12) Considering the Green's function A(r,1-') = Iii-lsat isfying VZA = -47r6(r -r'), (20) anintegral equationfor '1' that gives '1' = 1and (I) = Owhen p = 0 may be obtained by multiplying (20) by ('I' -1) and (18) by A, subtracting, integrating over all space, and using the divergence theorem, where n -[('1' -1)VA -AV'I'] vanishes on the sphere at infinity: For the contribution to (I) due to the far masses in the universe,the case of interest here, '1' becomes the asymptotic isotropic solution to (18) that remains finite for r e»noand where l/flr can be neglected compared with unity; thus, tr = 43"",
where the coefficient has been chosen unity so that '1' = l and<I>=Owhenp=fl=O.
Substituting (23) into (22) The gravitational potential at the origin, r = 0, due to the far masses in an infinite uniform isotropic universe (Do, may be obtained from (24) and (19) for p(r') a constant and d3r' = 47:7"2dr'; thus,
(1)0(Wesley) =47erfr'dr'e'W =262, (25) which is to be compared with the Weber cosmological condition, (11).
Wesley gravitation provides many desirable features: (1) It 
DISCUSSION
Apart from the factor of two difference, the two values of the gravitational potential produced by the far mass in the universe, (DO, that given by the Weber cosmological condition, (11), and that given by the Wesley theory, (25) , are both equal to the same universal constant £2. The gravitational potential due to the far masses in the universe, according to boththeories, is independent of the characteristics of the distant universe, such asits mass-density )0. Only the cosmological principle is assumed: an infinite uniform isotropic universe. The present results thus tend to support both theories, although the reason for the factor of two difference still needs to be explained. 
